





















Get in touch
Our focus

We partner with companies working within the following core theses




Industry-specific software will revolutionize business for SMEs.
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Together, digitization and sustainability (ESG) will transform mindsets, behaviors, and markets.
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Digital products tailored to lower-income consumers and workers will rise.
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European innovations and principles will shape the digital infrastructure of the future.
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Working on the next global trend?

We'd love to find out more. We like to build relationships with the companies we invest in as early as possible, so it's never too soon to get in touch – even if you're not fundraising yet.
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Essen


Essen






Our Essen office in the RÜ62 building, right in the heart of Essen's most vibrant Rüttenscheid neighbourhood.
Rüttenscheider Straße 62
45130 Essen


Public Transport




Our nearest stops are:

	U-Bahn: Rüttenscheider Stern on line U11

	Tram: Rüttenscheider Stern on lines 101, 106 and 107

	Bus: Cäcilienstraße on lines 145 and 146 or Martinstraße on lines 160, 161 and 142





Parking




If you’re arriving by car, please use the RÜ62 building car park at Bertoldstraße 15. You can reach the office from level +6 via the terrace.
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Berlin


Berlin






You'll find us in Berlin Mitte, close to Hackesche Höfe and industry hotspots such as Soho House and St. Oberholz.
Linienstraße 214
10119 Berlin


Public Transport




Our nearest stops are:

	U-Bahn: Rosenthaler Platz on line U8

	Tram: Rosenthaler Platz on lines M1, M5, M8 and M10

	Bus: Rosentahler Platz on lines 142, N8 or N40
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